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A Message from
the Chairman

BOB UNSWORTH
BOARD CHAIR

HELLO! THIS IS A NEW VENUE FOR ME, THOUGH
CERTAINLY NOT A NEW CAUSE. Forty years ago, my
SCA crew preserved several structures built by the ancestral
Pueblo peoples more than a thousand years earlier at what is
now Chaco Culture National Historical Park in New Mexico.
That singular experience led me to a career in environmental
policy and economics, and in 2015 I came full circle when
I joined SCA’s board of directors. Earlier this year, I was
honored to be elected board chair.

Recently, I’ve participated in long-range planning sessions
with SCA board, staff, and alumni, and I am excited by the
findings and recommendations that have emerged from these
discussions, covering a range of topics from climate mitigation
to environmental justice. We continue to engage closely
with our government partners, workforce development
organizations, local foundations, corporate allies, and
individuals like you to ensure SCA members are tackling
our greatest needs and providing the broadest benefits.

As a friend of SCA, you know this is a unique organization
with a long record of achievement. This is also a unique time
as our nation strives to build climate-resilient communities,
employ our natural resources more sustainably, and bridge
the gap between young people and nature. Accordingly, SCA
is expanding both its vision and practice of conservation.
As we maintain our long-held commitment to protecting
public lands, we also are determined to address today’s most
urgent environmental challenges while expanding outdoor
opportunities for youth from all populations and backgrounds.

At this point on the annual calendar, it is natural to look back
and reflect on the year past, which for SCA was marked by
many significant accomplishments. And we start to pivot and
consider the year ahead, and what each of us can do to realize
our shared goal of forging a stronger natural world, one that
will thrive for generations to come.
To that end, I hope you will remember SCA in your year-end
giving plans and I thank you for your previous support. And
finally, on behalf of the entire SCA community, I wish you
the warmest and healthiest of holiday seasons.

Valerie Bailey
1954-2019
Valerie Bailey, who joined SCA in 1978 as a part-time
clerk in Charlestown, NH and went on to serve a
remarkable 36 years with the organization, has
passed away following a lengthy illness. She was 65.
Ms. Bailey held many prominent roles at SCA,
including acting president from 1996-1997.
She established SCA’s Pittsburgh office in 2000
before returning to New Hampshire three years later.
At its October board meeting, the SCA Board of
Directors passed a resolution recognizing Ms. Bailey’s
“exemplary service, leadership, and contributions.”
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Data Deal
SCA and the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
have entered into a multi-year agreement to conduct
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) inventories at eight
USACE districts across the country. Ten-person teams will
improve and in many cases create geospatial databases for
USACE recreation areas, which experience some of the
highest visitation rates in the federal system. The inventories
will help inform resource managers and the public about
recreation facilities and opportunities at each USACE site,
and follows several earlier SCA-USACE GIS pilot projects.

Alumni in Action
SCA held its first-ever Alumni Engagement Week
in September, kicking things off with a special
Giving Day that exceeded goals by raising nearly
$35,000 from donors in all 50 states. That was
followed by SCA’s first-ever “Unconference”—
a webinar conducted by alums for their peers,
including presentations on green jobs, wildlife
conservation, and more. The week concluded
with dozens of alumni-hosted service projects to
mark National Public Lands Day, including one at
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historic Park
in Vermont with guest-of-honor SCA Founder
Liz Putnam. SCA’s second annual Alumni Week
is already scheduled for September 21-26, 2020.
L-R: Volunteer Michael Wilcox, Liz Putnam, and
SCA staffers Sara Glover and Gary King

You Saved for Your Future, Now You
Can Save the Places You Love–

Make a Gift to SCA from Your IRA
If you are 70 ½ or older, donating from your IRA can be a great
way to support SCA’s mission of youth conservation service.
You can make a gift of up to $100,000 to satisfy the required
minimum distribution from your IRA. The gift will not be taxed
as income to you. You don’t get an income tax charitable
deduction for the gift, but you don’t pay taxes on your IRA
withdrawal, which means the IRA charitable rollover is tax free.
To learn more go to: http://plannedgiving.thesca.org/ira

THESCA.ORG
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The Enduring
Dividends of
SCA Service
A NUMBER OF TRUISMS HAVE TAKEN FORM SINCE
THE FIRST SCA VOLUNTEERS LACED UP THEIR WORK
BOOTS MORE THAN 60 YEARS AGO: SERVING THE
LAND CHANGES LIVES. OUTDOOR OPPORTUNITY
AND ACCESS FOR ALL. OUR EFFORTS TODAY ENSURE
A BETTER TOMORROW.
Among our most important doctrines, however, is that
SCA members perform tasks that otherwise would not be
accomplished. Every one of our volunteers extends the reach
of our resource management partners, enabling them to
firmly grasp top-shelf priorities and fulfill more mission.
As a result, public lands, wildlife, and visitor experiences benefit
tremendously, and young SCA participants gain indispensable
career and life experiences. In this issue of The GreenWay, we
take a closer look at some of the successes made possible by
SCA volunteers, and how their service pays lasting dividends.
Christian Kamm: SCA project “was rewarding beyond measure”

BENEFITS GO ON “IN PERPETUITY”
Science magazine recently reported that nearly three billion
birds have vanished in North America over the past 50 years,
a development the publication termed a “biodiversity crisis.”
Migratory grassland birds suffered the most severe decline,
losing more than 700 million breeding individuals, a population loss of more than 50%. This startling news only added to
the urgency at Huron (South Dakota) Wetland Management
District, where four SCA interns just removed hundreds of
invasive trees from eight waterfowl production areas (WPAs).
“Trees are a huge population ‘sink’ as birds actively avoid grasslands with that edge effect,” notes Project Leader Deb Williams
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. “Or, if they do nest near
them, nesting success really bottoms out because trees bring
avian predators such as owls and hawks, and they are also a
habitat for egg-eating mammals like skunks and raccoons.”
Naturally occurring fires used to help control tree growth
across the Dakota grasslands, but that slowed with modern
suppression tactics. Farming and ranching have also affected
the prairies, notably through the planting of “shelterbelts” or
rows of trees that protect cattle from harsh winds. Williams
says a restoration project of this scale was well beyond her
staff’s capacity. “It can feel pretty overwhelming to walk out
on a unit, see this huge shelterbelt, and realize that it is, like,
a month’s worth of work amid all our other priorities.”
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So Williams turned to an SCA chainsaw crew of four who
trained especially for this project. “They were tremendous,” she
says. “The biological benefit of the work they have done will
go on in perpetuity.”
Unexpectedly, the SCA team at Huron Wetlands was composed
entirely of females. Crew Leader Jennifer Medina-Gray hopes
in addition to all those invasive cedars and cottonwoods, they
took down some stereotypes, too. “We hope that by making
crews like us a more normal thing, it won’t be such an anomaly
going forward,” she says.
Crew member Ariana Vargas notes “after six to eight hours of
handling a chainsaw, your arms are like Jello,” but the women
never paused, each day felling and bucking dozens of trees,
some as tall as 50 feet.
“I think a lot of people did not think we would get as much
done as we have,” observes crew member Mimi Payne. “We
communicated very well together. It allowed us to create a safe
space within an all-female living situation and that transferred
positively to our work.”
Agency officials are confident the interns’ impact on the WPAs
will allow grassland and other birds to immediately utilize the
restored areas and they anticipate a substantial nesting season
next spring.
STUDENT CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

“I want to show little girls and boys
who look like me that they can do it.”
DE’ASIA CLARK

terrain and high elevations added wilderness horse packing
and riding to the crew’s responsibilities. The team also packed
supplies for other corps aiding the forest.
“Some of these areas had not been worked on for years, so
it was really important for us to go in and make these repairs
and make the trails safer for hikers and riders,” Christian says.
“It was rewarding beyond measure. The time of my life.”
CHASING ONE’S DREAM
Growing up in suburban Michigan, De’Asia Clark says “I was
deemed a tom-boy. I spent most of my days outside, exploring
my neighborhood and catching bugs.”
Recently, however, as an SCA environmental educator at
Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge, De’Asia found
that not every child is enamored with insects as she was.
Charged with teaching fourth graders about pollinators, she
soon faced a significant dilemma.
De’Asia Clark with young Canada goose

HIGH IN THE SADDLE
Six Rivers National Forest in northern California is rugged
and remote but extremely popular with hikers and anglers
given its towering mountains, old growth forests, and
namesake waterways.
Maintaining the forest’s hundreds of miles of trails, however,
is a major challenge. The Six Rivers website states very clearly
that there is no way for rangers to inspect every trail on a
regular basis. That’s why, for the third consecutive year, SCA
partnered with the United Trail Maintainers to address trail
needs in some of the forest’s most hard-to-reach areas.
“In some cases, we were 14 miles deep in the backcountry,”
says Christian Kamm. The 20-year-old served on the Six
Rivers crew last year as well, reopening washed out and
overgrown trails, and noticed a big difference this year.
“Compared to last summer, this summer I saw so many more
people enjoying the fact they could go out on Forest Service
land again,” Christian says. “A woman at the ranger desk told
us about how she was receiving all these calls from people
wanting to obtain backcountry permits.”
The demanding trail work—clearing downed trees, repairing
eroded routes, cutting back vegetation—combined with rough
THESCA.ORG

“At first, I got a ton of ‘side-eyes’ and a lot of ‘Nope! I do
not like bees!’” De’Asia notes. “Bees are super-important but
most kids are terrified of them because they can sting.”
To help the students overcome their fears, she crafted a game
in which the children used cotton balls and chalk to mimic
bees’ pollen transfer, and augmented those lessons with a few
rounds of Pollinator Bingo.
“The kids really came around after that,” De’Asia states.
“To me, changing the life of one kid changes the world.
It may not be the whole world but it’s their whole world.”
At Detroit River, De’Asia developed nature-based curricula,
interpretive programs, and local partnerships as a member
of SCA’s Career Discovery Internship Program (CDIP), a
partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service aimed at
creating professional opportunities and diversifying the
agency’s workforce.
“I really love that this is an urban refuge. I want to show little
girls and boys who look like me that they can do it. That they
can go to college and graduate and turn something that they
love into a career. I want to be a role model, someone who
inspires others to chase their dreams.”
And as she pursues her own dreams, De’Asia will stoke the
passions of countless other young people.
(continued on page 6)
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L-R: Ariana Vargas, Jennifer Medina-Gray, Julianne Aronson,
and Mimi Payne in South Dakota

Enduring Dividends of SCA Service, continued:
Elsewhere over the past few months, SCA research specialists
helped federal biologists produce an unprecedented breakthrough in protecting endangered ocelots in south Texas, aided
river herring recovery efforts in New England, and advanced
three major wildlife-habitat improvement studies in Alaska’s
coastal rainforest.
From craggy mountainsides to scientific laboratories and
city greens, the young men and women of SCA make vital
contributions to America’s rich natural heritage every day.
In doing so, they gain skills, experience, and insights that
routinely lead to a lifetime of stewardship.
Service opportunities like the ones highlighted here are only
possible through the generosity of SCA friends like you, and
we are truly grateful for your ongoing support.

SUPPORTER

RENE CASTERAN
THE KALMIOPSIS WILDERNESS IN OREGON’S
ROGUE RIVER-SISKIYOU NATIONAL FOREST
SPANS 180,000 ACRES AND, FROM 1986 TO 2008, A
LONE WILDERNESS RANGER WAS RESPONSIBLE
FOR ALL OF IT. One-hundred-sixty miles of primitive
trails, three National Wild and Scenic Rivers, craggy peaks
and deep canyons—all of it. Meet Rene Casteran.
Rene grew up in New York City, joined the Air Force, served in
Vietnam, and upon being discharged, headed west to Oregon.
He got his degree on the GI Bill and ended up working on
county government forestlands before scoring his dream job:
backcountry ranger on the Siskiyou. He admits to having
minimal experience at the time but notes a supportive boss
encouraged him to “learn on the job.” At the conclusion of his
first multi-day, solo patrol, Rene recalls being welcomed back
by that same supervisor. “I couldn’t find any words,” he states,
following the prolonged, exquisite solitude.
Rene quickly realized, however, that he could not maintain
the Kalmiopsis alone, and set out to secure the funding
necessary to bring on a cadre of SCA interns and crews.
“We treated our SCAs as employees,” he says. “They were
included in everything.”
Forest personnel may have treated the SCA volunteers as
staff…but Rene treated them like family. He picked them up
at the airport, found them housing, and helped them plan
their projects. He taught them wilderness skills, map reading,
plant identification, and more. He was the ultimate mentor.
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Today, Rene still smiles at the thought of his SCA teams
blossoming in the wilderness, and the strong stewardship
ethic they developed as they cared for the forest. Recently,
Rene made a generous gift to SCA in the form of a charitable
gift annuity to provide a legacy for future SCA volunteers.
“My gift is a way to reconnect with my past,” he says.
“Working with SCA volunteers was a highlight of my career.
I want to give others the opportunity I had, and those young
people had.”
Rene is now retired and lives in Grants Pass, OR, not far
from the woodlands he once patrolled and never far from his
memories of working with young SCA volunteers.
STUDENT CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

Trail Crews Get Their
Day in the Sun
The first unpaved trail in the Washington, DC Department
of Parks and Recreation system is now open, thanks to SCA
volunteers.
SCA crews spent the past two summers building the Pope
Branch Trail, a new, nearly mile-long route that includes eight
bog bridges and a long stretch of elevated trail that allow hikers
to pass through marshy areas along the Pope Branch tributary
of the Anacostia River watershed.
At a November 2 ribbon cutting timed to coincide with peak
foliage viewing, Parks Department Director Delano Hunter
said “We are excited to celebrate and reveal another hidden
gem in the District, in particular one that is east of the River.”

Pope Branch ribbon cutting in Washington, DC

Hunter thanked the SCA team and other partners for “helping
to make the Pope Branch Trail a destination, especially for
hiking enthusiasts, for years to come.”
AWARD WINNING EFFORT
In addition, SCA Chicago crew members and local partners
including the Forest Preserves of Cook County have earned
a Dr. George B. Rabb Force of Nature Award from Chicago
Wilderness.
The award recognizes a program that introduces youth to
the region’s natural areas through paid conservation work.
Participants gain transferable skills, certifications, and an
introduction to careers in conservation. The ceremony was
held at the Chicago Botanic Garden on November 14.

SCA Chicago members are Forces of Nature

Invest Your Gains in Their Futures
With the stock market at record highs, many people
consider donating appreciated securities a great—and
financially efficient—way to advance SCA’s mission.
You will enjoy a tax deduction for the full fair market
value of the securities while avoiding capital gains tax.
For SCA’s stock donation instructions visit:
thesca.org/give/gifts-of-stock.

THESCA.ORG
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The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is America’s
largest and most effective youth conservation service
organization. SCA conserves lands and transforms lives by
empowering young people of all backgrounds to plan, act,
and lead, while they protect and restore our natural and
cultural resources. Founded in 1957, SCA’s mission is to
build the next generation of conservation leaders.
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A Comeback on
Cumberland Island
CUMBERLAND ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE
JUST ENJOYED A RECORD-BREAKING SEA TURTLE
SEASON WITH 1,018 NESTS—AND SCA RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT INTERN KAYLA SILVA WAS THERE
FOR VIRTUALLY ALL OF IT.
“When I arrived on April 29th, we had a single nest,” she
notes, “and when I left in October, there was only one nest
left on the beach.”
Cumberland Island’s previous record was 867 nests, set in
2016, and Kayla says the secret is in the math.
“Sea turtles don’t nest every year,” she says. “It’s roughly every
three years, and given the numbers seen in 2016, it was
anticipated we would have a pretty big season this year.”
But Kayla points out this comeback started even earlier.
“Females take about 25 to 30 years to reach sexual maturity
so, thanks to local conservation efforts that started in the
1990s, these newly mature sea turtles are now coming back
to the same beaches from which they hatched to lay their
own eggs.”
During her six-month internship, Kayla woke before dawn
six days a week to search the island’s 17 miles of undeveloped
shorefront, a particularly active nesting area for loggerheads
and, to a lesser extent, greens. She’d locate nests, assign each
a GPS point, monitor and assess the nests, relocate them as
necessary, and excavate and analyze each site about a week
after the first hatchlings made their way to the sea.

Photo: Kayla Silva

“I saw the vast majority of those nests hatch,” she says. “It was
really cool to be there for the whole process.”
Kayla was also dazzled by Cumberland Island’s diverse ecosystems. “Maritime forests, marshes and oyster beds, and beaches
with incredible dunes that move back and forth, east and west.
Some of them up to 30 feet high!” she marvels. “I grew up on
the Jersey Shore. We didn’t have anything like that.”
Having earned a degree last May in ecological and environmental studies, Kayla hopes to one day work for the National
Park Service or Fish and Wildlife Service. “This experience
allowed me to build my professional resume and get the field
experience federal employers want,” she says.
“The outlook is bright on Cumberland Island. The amount of
nesting females per year has increased significantly, from 200
to 300 ten years ago to over 1,000 now. I’m just itching to get
a job so I can help even more.”

